
The near future…...



Current goals
Release Early Release Often



Loosing code makes us 
better



Why loosing code?

Improved code quality

Don’t duplicate code

Using new code methods like C++11

Remove obsolete libraries

Dropping unmaintained code parts

Don’t have to maintain code you don’t have

Move functions towards binary add-ons

● Audio encoders/decoders
● Visualisations
● Screensavers
● More will follow



V16
Jarvis

Soon to be released



v16 Jarvis - Main improvements

● Upgrade from DirectX 9 to DirectX 11 API
● Image resource add-ons
● Music library improvements
● Button long-press
● Stereoscopic depth for user interface
● Surface rendering for video on Android
● Goodbye libstagefright on Android
● Continues improvements in PVR/DVR
● A lot of code cleanup and improvements
● Audio Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
● Event logging
● User ratings for videos



v16 Jarvis - Event logging



v16 Jarvis - Add-on manager changes



v16
Jarvis

Audio Digital Signal Processing



v16 Jarvis - Audio DSP



v16 Jarvis - Audio DSP



v16 Jarvis - Audio DSP



v16 Jarvis - Audio DSP



v16 Jarvis - User ratings



V17
Krypton

Our current work-in-progress version



When will it be ready?
We never give dates nor promises



Planned changes
again no promises although we will try to get some 

nice things done



VideoPlayer
Complete rework of the internal player that handles 

video
(aka VideoPlayer)



VideoPlayer - Why the rewrite?

A lot of legacy code was still around dating back to XBOX days

Code grew over time when adding new platforms with no real grand design in 
mind

Not written platform agnostic

Not as efficient as it should be

Huge entanglement of code across the codebase

Current state was holding back features



VideoPlayer - The benefits

Maintainable code

Can’t stress enough about maintainable code

Platform agnostic and platform specific are split

More efficient way of doing playback

Adding new features should be less of a hassle



VideoPlayer - Possible features

Picture-In-Picture

Speed-up or slowdown playback speed

Futureproof towards higher bitrate and resolution videos

Additional shaders and renderers

Act as transcoder towards other players

Next up is splitting playback and user interface into their own process

Headless mode which makes Kodi a possible server component



UPnP media import
Sharing media library between several Kodi 

instances, sync play count and ratings.



UPnP media import



Input handling

Complete rework of how input is handled
and split it off into add-ons



Input handling - Controller setup



Input handling - Controller setup



RetroPlayer
Allows you to play console ROM’s for which 

emulators are available.



Retroplayer - Why is it so awesome?

Playing old games is so much fun

Easy controller setup

Auto handling of emulators

Never have to leave Kodi for playing games

A single library for all retro games

Save, pause, rewind and play again



Retroplayer



Apple TV (4th gen)
No jailbreaking needed. All you need is a Mac and 

xcode



v17 Krypton - General items 

Further reduce number of skin files by combining windows and dialogs

Proper passthrough on Android platform

VFS add-ons (NFS, RAR)

APNG and animated GIF support

Switching between multiple video streams (multi-angle)

DASH support

Probably a lot more to come



v17 Krypton - Unknown sources



A new default skin
Sorry, no sneak previews



The End


